MODERN HUCK FINNS
Aboard a seaworthy raft of
styrofoam and plywood are
left to right: Rebbie Williams,
Brooke Potts and Missy.

Barge Party
At HYC

BY BETTY KING
Press Society Editor

Monterey—and the
flying is so unresistant
along Houston's north-south
yacht club belt—
On a late summer Saturday
George T. Martin
accompanied two of his children,
Gerry and Ann, to the HYC for a
whim decide the
summer season's
nautical activities.

In the air, the sails were
set, and the broad
nose of the boat
pointed toward the
blue waters of
Monte Carlo Bay.

As in the city, the
hulls were
rafted onto the
jetty, and the
children were
enjoying the
sights and the
sounds of the
world around them.

Another Generation
The news on the mat
always
brings a smile,
and these youngsters
enjoyed the
beauty and the
mystery of the
sea. They
snapped pictures and
took turns at
the helm, all with
the same
energy and
enthusiasm
that
characterized their
parents.

ANCHORS AWAY ON AQUATIC HOLIDAY AT HOUSTON YACHT CLUB
John Frels' bounteous cargo includes (left to right) Sue Hess, Adrienne
Davis, Sue Germany, Jean Banner. The canine mascot is Gustol Von Hess.

LEX LEE
Memorial trophy to a fine sailor.

GEORGE F. MARTIN
ALAN HESS
Proper respect for a speckled trout.

THOMAS PETER LEE JR.
LANA LEE